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THE RESPONSE OF CHONDRITIC TARGETS TO IMPACT. Mark J. Cintala,* 
Friedrich H8n,* Richard V. Morris,* Thomas H. see,' and Faith Vilas.* *Solar System 
Exploration Division, NASA Johnson Space Center; 'code C23, Lockheed Engineering and 
Science Company, both in Houston, TX 77058. 

As the most abundant dass of meteorites, the ordinary chondrites probably represent a 
sigdicant group of asteroids. Historically, however, identification of asteroids with ordinary- 
chondritic spectral signatures has proven elusive. The reasons for this difficulty are unknown, 
but principal among the candidates are "space weathering" processes that might change the 
signatures of the asteroids relative to those of basic ordinary chondrites. Space weathering 
includes erosion by and implantation of solar wind, cosmic-ray damage, and physicochemical 
changes related to impact. This contribution describes the initial stages of an experimental 
study to address effects of impact on an ordinary chondrite. Analytical methods to be applied in 
this investigation include grain-size analyses, petrographic and geochemical studies, and 
reflectance and Mossbauer spectroscopy. 
Experiment Philosophy and Design: Two distinct groups of impact experiments characterize 
this study, which has as its initial target a single, large meteorite. The first was a disruption 
series, in which the meteorite was suspended by thin monofilament and impacted; the 
dislodged mass was sieved and weighed after each shot. This continued with the largest 
fragment remaining after each shot until it was reduced to about a tenth of its initial mass. The 
debris from each of these shots was then recombined and used as the starting target for a series 
of repetitive impacts intended to investigate the evolution of chondritic regoliths. 
Experimental Conditions: The initial fragment, a 502.5-g L6 chondrite (ALHA 85017,13; 3.81 
3 an3) possessed fusion crust over much of its surface. Because fusion crust is not present in an 
asteroidal setting, it was sandblasted from the meteorite with a pure Si02 sand; in the process, 
the mass of the sample was reduced to 464.1 g. To minimize contamination, we selected A.1203 
ceramic spheres (3.175-mm diameter, 3.82 g an3) as projectiles. If a solid fragment were hit at 
the nominal impact velocity of 2 km i' used in these experiments, this combination of target 
and projectile material would yield a peak shock stress just above 20 GPa; shock stresses 
associated with impacts into fragmental material would be considerably lower. The target 
chamber was evacuated to < I  torr, purged with dry N2 to 60 torr, and reevacuated to <1  tom 
to reduce the possibility of oxidation during impact. The target itself was held in a lexan box 
during the first (disruption) series, and in a PVC and lexan container system during the second 
(regolith-evolution) series. Each of these was chosen to prevent the introduction of metallic 
contamination to the target. 

The target was rotated after each shot in the disruption series to avoid impacting the same 
point more than once. Afker nine disruption shots, the largest remaining fragment had a mass 
of about 49 g, roughly a tenth that of the starting piece. Thirty impacts into the fragmental 
target have been performed as of the time of this writing, and a grain-size analysis (dry sieving 
and weighing) was performed after every five shots. Subsequent grain-size analyses will take 
place after every ten shots. 
Disruption Experiments: An initial comparison can be made between the disruption behavior 
of the he-grained chondrite (the actual grain-size distribution of the component minerals has 
not yet been determined) and basalts.' The largest remaining fragment of the meteorite (MR) 
relative to its starting mass (Mo) is typically plotted against the kinetic energy of the impactor 
(E) per unit mass of target.2 As shown in Fig. 1, there is little difference between the two 
materials. Note, however, that there are substantial differences between the initial conditions 
of the experiments, particularly in projectile properties and impact velocities. In addition, all 
except the first chondrite point effectively represent multiple-impact experiments, while each 
of the basalt points represents a single impact into a pristine target. Thus, a more detailed 
comparison is not justified without including such parameters. We intend to perform similar 
experiments with basalt targets and ceramic projectiles to evaluate any differences between the 
chondrite and basalt. 
Regolith-Evolution Experiments: The regolith-evolution phase of this study differs somewhat 
from our earlier simulations of regolith processes, which used narrow initial size di~tributions.~" 
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~ e d u c & ~  the meteorite to a single initial grainsize would simply waste tcio much material. 
Thus, the initial size distribution 
of the target for the second phase 
of the study is not directly 
comparable to previous work. 
Nevertheless, some initial 
comparisons are possible. The 
most similar material in terms of 
texture that we have used as a 
target is a basalt h~ rn fe l s ,~  whose 
experiments began with 2-4-mm 

that target was 
impacted by 3.175-mm stainless- 
steel spheres. The difference in 
projectile properties can be 
accommodated somewhat by 
referencing the impact energy to 
the target mass. This is done in 
the bottom part of Fig. 2, which 
displays the comminuted mass 
(i.., the mass of material 
fragmented by the impacts) 
against this relative energy. More 
material was comminuted early in 
the chondrite series when 
compared to the hornfels results, but the relative rates of comminution were very similar after 
about ten impacts. The early relative ease of comminution of the meteoritic fragments was at 
least partly due to weakening of the target caused by the earlier nine-shot disruption series. 

We have argued previously that use of the comminuted mass as a diagnostic parameter 
can be misleading in such studies, 
and that the newly created surface 
area, which directly reflects the 
energy expenditure in fracturing the 
target, is a more useful value.' It is 
apparent from the top part of Fig. 2 
that the production of new surfaces 
is significantly greater in the case of 
the chondritic target. This is a 
direct consequence of the relative 
abundance of fines generated: a 
factor of three more fine material 
(<60 p) by mass was created in the 
chondrite experiment after 25 
impacts. On the other hand, the 
next larger grain size (>60-120 p) 
was depleted by more than a factor 
of 40 relative to the hornfels case. 
These are early results; physical and 
chemical analyses currently 

underway will provide a more detailed context for the interpretation of these observations. 
References: 1 A. Fujiwara et d.(1977) Icarus 31, 277. 2 D.E. Gault and J.A. Wedekind (1969) JRG 74, 
6780. 3 F. Horz et d. (1984) PLPSC 15, in JGR 89, C183. 4 M.J. Cintala and F. Hon (1988) PLPSC 18, 
409. 5 P.W. Weiblen et al. (1990) Engineering, Construction, and Operations in Space 11 (S.W. Johnson and 
J.P. Wetzel, eds.), Am.Soc. Civil Engin. (New York), 98. 6 M.J. Cintala et al.(1993) LPS XXW, 293. 7 M.J. 
Cintala and F. Hon (1984) LPS W, 158. 
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Figure 2. c o p )  The surface area created and (Bottom) the net mass of 
material fragmented by impacts, each as a function of impact energy 
per unit mass of target material. 
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Figure 1. Comparison between the first-order disruption behaviors of 
basalt (ref 1) and the L6 chondrite used in this study. 


